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Safety of Pressure-testing Revisited
In my editorial for the August 1996 issue (74 [B3]) of PSEP,
I discussed ¯ uid expansion energy released when a pressure
vessel ruptures and asked three questions.
[1] What, if anything, is wrong with using the product of
the test pressure Pt and internal system volume Vt as an
estimate of the ¯ uid expansion energy?
[2] Does using the product of the test pressure Pt and
internal system volume Vt give a conservative (that is an
over-) estimate of the ¯ uid expansion energy?
[3] What is the right (or at least a good) way to estimate
the ¯ uid expansion energy (assuming, for simplicity, that
the gas can be treated as a perfect or ideal gas for which the
equation of state is PV = nRT where P denotes pressure,
V volume, n amount of substance, R the universal gas
constant and T absolute temperature)?
Only one response was elicited by these questionsÐ from
Dr Alan Marshall of AEA Technology. His answers came
pretty close to my own, which are as follows.
Question 1Ð Answer
A vessel being pressure-tested comprises a closed
system: the ® rst law of thermodynamics for such a system
gives:
D U = Q + W
whereU denotes internal energy,Q heat added to the system
and W work done on the system.
The expansion energy of the pressurized ¯ uid in the
vessel Eexp = D U: if the expansion following rupture is
rapid enough then it can be taken to be adiabatic so Q = 0
and so:
Eexp = W
If the expansion is assumed to be reversible (if it is not,
matters get very complicated) then:
W = - e PaPt PdV
where P denotes pressure, V denotes volume, t denotes
test conditions and a denotes ambient conditions (note
that W < 0 since work is done by the system on the
surroundings).
Hence:
Eexp = - e PaPt PdV
Clearly Eexp Þ PtVt (even allowing for a change of sign)
unless pressure is constant during expansion, which is
impossible.
Question 2Ð Answer
For a perfect gas:
PV = nRT
where n denotes amount of substance, R the universal gas
constant and T absolute temperature.
For reversible isothermal expansion:
Pv = c
where c denotes a constant, whence:
E isothermalexp = PtVt ln[Pa / Pt] = nRTt ln[Pa / Pt]
For reversible adiabatic and hence isentropic expansion:
Pv c = C
where C denotes a constant and c the ratio of the speci® c
heat at constant pressure to that at constant volume, whence:
E adiabaticexp = PtVtc - 1 (Pa / Pt)
(c -1)/ c - 1[ ]
= nRTtc - 1 (Pa / Pt)
(c -1)/ c - 1[ ]
It is easy to show that:
E isothermalexp > E adiabaticexp
Note that PtVt > -E isothermalexp when ln[Pt / Pa] < 1, that is
when Pt / Pa < e = 2.71828¼: thus use of the product of the
test pressure Pt and internal system volume Vt gives a
conservative (that is an over-) estimate of the ¯ uid
expansion energy only when the test pressure Pt is less
than about 2.7 times the ambient pressure Pa.
Question 3Ð Answer
It is tempting to assert that E isothermalexp is always
conservative, but:
· No real gas obeys the perfect gas equation exactly and the
effect of imperfections is often greater than the error
involved in the assumptionsmade about the thermodynamic
process;
· Expansion following rupture is never completely rever-
sible due to dissipative processes;
· Expansion following rupture is never completely adia-
batic, though it is nearly so.
The thermodynamic pathway for a real expansion lies
between those for an isothermal process and an adiabatic
one and is generally closer to the latter.
My hearty congratulations go to Dr Marshall. A modest
prize has already been sent to him.
Stephen Richardson
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